Warmup Loose Wire System (DWS)

Warmup Loose Wire System is designed for use under ceramic or natural stone tiled flooring. It uses an ultra-thin dual-core heating wire that is flexible, easy to install and will not raise floor levels. Ideal for more irregular shaped areas for precise installation.

It is suitable for all applications, providing primary or secondary heating in all rooms or projects that adhere to Building Regulations.

Features:
- Ultra-thin dual-core heating element won't raise floor levels
- Thinnest dual-fluoropolymer coated heating wire (less than 1.8mm diameter)
- BEAB approved heating element meets the highest safety standards
- Quick installation – Single connection lead for fewer steps

Technical data:
- Operating voltage 220-240V: 50Hz
- Cable thickness: 1.8mm
- Average output rating: 150 W/m²
- Inner/Outer Insulation: ETFE (Advanced Fluoropolymer)
- Single 3m long ‘cold tail’ connection lead
- Lifetime Warranty & SafetyNet™ Installation Guarantee

1. Tiles
2. Flexible Adhesive
3. Warmup Loose Wire Heater
4. Warmup Insulation Board (10mm)
5. Flexible tile adhesive
6. Concrete Subfloor

Warmup Accessories

- Warmup Insulation Boards

Warmup Controllers

- 4iE Smart Wifi Thermostat
- 3iE Energy-Monitor Thermostat
- tempo Programmable Thermostat
- Manual Thermostat MSTAT
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